
countered.
Continuing up the angle eases

greatly for a pitch of medium 5th class
climbing. The third pitch zig-zags up
right, then left through the long over-
hang in the middle of the face.
Thinner climbing leads to the belay.
A friction traverse along the top of
the overhang will thrill all climbers.
As the angle steepens the climber is
forced to use liebacks to get around
overhangs on the fifth pitch and to
the belay for the final pitch.

This hard pitch is up the steep-
est part of the ever-steepening face.
A thin crack leads to a mantle on a
cactus and continues up hard climbing
to the final off-width-squeeze-grundge
to the summit. Three doubled rappels
off cables reach the ground,

Another less frequently done
route is Tooth Extraction. First
done by Reed Gundiff, Cliff NaVeaux,
Lee Davis and Mark Losleben, the route
follows the Standard Route for 2 pitches.
On the third it traverses right below
the overhang to the obvious dihedral
which ascends the right hand side of
the upper half of the face. Several
pitches of mixed aid and free climbing
in this dihedral leads to the top.
Most of the route has been done free.
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Glen Banks leading 3rd
pitch of "Tooth Fairy" on
the first free ascent.
This blank face was for-
merly bat-hooked.

photo: Paul Hprak
Protection, though, is sometimes lack-
ing and the rock quality is not as
consistently good as on the other routes.

Along with the Standard Route, Tooth Fairy has recently become
the other popular route on the Tooth. It was first done by Lee
Davis and Mark Milligan—utilizing a variation to how it is now
commonly done on the first two pitches—and they called it Tooth
Decay. Aid was used on all but one pitch, including a bathook
traverse on the third pitch.

In 1975 Glen Banks and I free-climbed all but 20 feet of aid
on the first pitch. Glen returned later with Paul and Linda Seibert
and did a free variation around the roof. This is how the route is
now normally done.

;; The first pitch starts with a beautiful lieback leading to a
traverse under the prominent large roof. Exotic moves upward lead
to an easy hand crack. Here the troubles begin. A thin face traverse
past a bolt leads to a shallow groove. The groove eases only after
thirty feet of sustained hard climbing. The angle eases and the
crack deepens. Higher a flare chimney leads through the long over-
hang in the middle of the face to a classic belay ledge. Origin-
ally an easy crack was followed from here, but the face above the
belay ledge is classic. Many ascents use this way instead of the
crack. The final pitch is the same as that of the Standard Route.

Attempts have been made to free climb the aid on the first
pitch of Tooth Decay. A free ascent will involve 5.104- moves and
lies in the near future.


